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Abstract

This presentation gives a brief survey of speedup techniques for discrete event simulation where
the quantity of interest depends on rare events to occur. Both rare event simulation approaches
like RESTART/splitting and importance sampling and other complementary techniques are
described. A list of key references to the various techniques are included.

As a pragmatic or engineering approach, it is recommended that the different techniques are
combined whenever possible instead of seeking the universal optimal technique for all applica-
tions. An example of such an approach is included.

1 INTRODUCTION

The focus of this tutorial is discrete event simulation where the quantity of interests depends on
rare events to occur, see figure1(a). A survey of speedup simulation techniques in a broader
sense than the “Rare Event Simulation” is given.

Speedup simulation is here defined as “any technique which increases the efficiency of a sim-
ulation experiment”. Roughly speaking, two approaches applies to obtain good and stable
estimates within reasonable time:
1. Increase the number of events/time units, see figure1(b)
2. Decrease the number of observations necessary to obtain good and stable estimates, see

figure1(c).
In the following, a number of speedup techniques within both approaches are presented. The
cathegorization is based on [Hee95b]. The selection of techniques in this tutorial and the com-
ments, are coloured by the authors research on: “Efficient simulation setup for system
performance assessments of real-sized network”. For other surveys on speedup simulation, see
e.g. [FLS88, KM88, McG92, Hei95].

A large number of techniques exists and there are many ways to give an overview. In this
tutorial is a finer catheterisation of the two orthogonal approaches is given:.

- Parallel and distributed simulation exploits either special hardware and software, or the
existence of a cluster of workstations in the organisation. These techniques requires some
extra administration, apart from expert skills in parallel programming, and hence the
problem at hand should be rather computer demanding to invest in parallel setup.

- Hybrid techniques combines analytic solutions with simulation of subproblems with no
analytic solution.

- Variance minimisation take advantage of a known correlation between output or input
data, or introduces such correlation by a controlled simulation setup. Such correlation
enables variance reduction. These techniques are not alone efficient when the estimates
depends on rare events to occur.
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- Rare event provoking techniques includes importance sampling and RESTART/splitting.
Both techniques increases the frequency of the rare events of interest by two different
approaches.

In the follwing sections, each of these approaches will be treated and key references are
given. In section7, it is given an illustration of pragmatic or engineering approach several spee-
dup techniques are combined, rather than finding the best technique.

2 PARALLEL OR DISTRIBUTED SIMULATIONS

Two different approaches exists, PADS = ‘Parallel And Distributed Simulation’ and PIRS =
‘Parallel Independent Replicated Simulation’. [Lin94]. Figureillustrates the difference; PADS
distributes subprocesses on several processors, while PIRS distributes replicas of the entire sim-
ulation process.

PADS identifies subsystems of the simulation model which can be calculated in parallel on
different processors, e.g. the nodes in a communication network. In general it is not trivial to
identify subsystem that makes a parallel computing efficient. The reason is that if the processes
are not independent, a need for synchronization exists which will slow down the simulation.
This means that a distribution onN processors, will give a speedup less thanN.

PADS also requires special HW and SW and the need expert skills in parallel programming.
For an introductory paper, see e.g. [Jef85]. The parallel simulation community have an annual
conference: “Parallel And Distributed simulation”.
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Figure1  Illustation of speedup approaches
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PIRS makes replications of the simulation process and distributes them on several proces-
sors. In every simulation experiment where replications are needed, It is no reason to use PADS
instead of PIRS [Lin94,HH93]. A distribution ofN simulation processes onN processors gives
a speedup ofN.

PIRS requires some administration of the simulation setup and postprocessing of final
results, but no special HW or SW, or expert skills in parallel programming.

Comments quoted from Lin, an expert on parallel simulation [Lin96]:
- “Parallel simulation programs must be implemented by distributed computing and simu-

lation experts”.
- “Distributed computing experts learns parallel simulation techniques faster than a simu-

lation expert”.
- “To utilize parallel simulation techniques, one must find large simulation problems”.
- “PADS is good example of distributed computing, it will remain at least for academic

purposes”.
- “To became a success you need general PADS (with graphical interface) enabling a non-

expert to build simulators without writing any parallel code”.

3 HYBRID TECHNIQUES

Generally, hybrid technique are referred to as any technique which combines analytical solution
with simulation. Two main approaches exists [FLS88,KM88,LO88].

- Conditional sampling,
- Decomposition.

In conditional sampling, a functional relation between two random variables are exploited. Let
e.g. the two variables  and  be related by . It can be shown, see e.g. [LO88] that
instead of estimating the property by -samples, a variance reduction in the estimate is
introduced by taking -samples and calculate . A special case of this is the condi-
tional expectation where the relation is .
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Figure2  PADS vs. PIRS
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Unfortunately, it is often impossible, or very difficult, to find a suitable conditioning quantity.
It is very model dependent, and less flexible than simulation modelling if restrictive assumptions
must be made.

Alternatively, a decomposition of the model into submodels, either in time or space, can be
done. The basic idea is to identify submodels that need to be evaluated only once, either by ana-
lytic solutions or by simulation. The simulation overhead will be reduced since a repeated

simulation of this subsystem is avoided.

Particularly efficient is hierarchical decomposition of systems with event at different time
granularities, such as the example in figure3.

4 VARIANCE MINIMISATION

The traditional variance reduction techniques which basically rearranging the simulation setup
without changing the underlying processes, is denoted variance minimization, which is exactly
the main objective of these techniques. The most known are: antithetic samples, common ran-
dom numbers, and control variables, see e.g. [LO88, BFS87].

These techniques have limited applicability to rare event simulation because the rare events
are not provoked. This will, as in direct simulation, often results in that only 0 values are
observed. Thesample variance is then already minimised (it is of course 0).

However, the use of control variables is a possible exception if it is used in combination with

a rare event provoking techniques, as described later in this tutorial.

Let us assume that the system have the following properties:  and  are two random vari-

ables which can be observed during a simulation. Furthermore, they are correlated and
are either:

- known analytically, or
- can be obtained on a simplified model

Then the following estimate with linear control is defined:

 (1)

with .
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Figure3  Hierachical decomposition of system with different time granulatiies
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The control variable factor are the solution to the following:

=>
This will generally give a variance reduction because .

Observation of control variable:
- internal control: observe  in same simulation as
- external control: observe  in parallel simulation
- problem: difficult to identify suitable control variable

5 RARE EVENT PROVOKING

With rare event provoking techniques the speedup is introduced by changes in the statistical
behaviour to provoke rare events of interests to occur more often. Two main approaches exists:

- RESTART/splitting: make replicas of the parts of the sequence of events which visits sub-
spaces where the rare events of interest is less rare [VAVA91, VA+94,GHSZ96b].

- Importance sampling: change the stochastic processes to generate sequences events
which make the rare events of interest less rare. The basics of this technique is described
in most textbook of simulation with a chapter on variance reduction, e.g. [LO88,BFS87].

These two techniques are thoroughly treated elsewhere. Hence, this tutorial only introduces the
basic ideas, give some, to the authors knowledge, key references, and point out achievements
and limitations. Furthermore, a few simulation experiments are included.

5.1 Notation

 ~ random variables.

 ~ probability density function

 ~ set of interesting (target) states

The property of interest  is
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Figure4  Correlation between control variable C and sample X
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 (2)

which can be estimated from the samples  with the following unbiased estimator:

 (3)

The relative error of  is expressed as .
The necessary sample size is , i.e. proportional to the reciprocal of the rarity. Hence,

the problem with simulation of systems with rare events is  as !
The rare event provoking techniques reduces rarity by either importance sampling or splitting

and RESTARTing from the subspace where the rare event is less rare.

5.2 Splitting / RESTART

5.2.1 Idea

Define subspace where the rare events occur more often. For each entrance to this subspace,
split current sequence and RESTART a number of times.

- Observed sequence of states (trajectory in state space):
- Rare event:  where e.g.
- Define  intermediate events, or thresholds so:

(i)  where e.g.

(ii)

(iii)

- Define: , then  (Bayes formula)
- Introduce a random variable for each threshold ,
- An unbiased estimator for:

θ P X Ω∈{ } I x Ω∈( ) f x( ) xd∞–
∞∫= =

X1 … XR, ,

θ̂ 1
R
--- I Xr Ω∈( )

r 1=
R∑⋅=

θ̂ r.e.f θ̂( ) σ f θ̂( ) E f θ̂( )⁄=
R 1 θ⁄∝

R ∞→ θ 0→

Ti

Ti+1

split the trajectory and RESTART from this state

Figure5  Spliiting of trajectories at thresholds
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 (4)

For more details, see [VAVA91, VA+94, GHSZ96b].

5.2.2 Achievements

5.2.2.1 Optimal gain

Minimise the variance, , by optimisation of :
1. Thresholds:

- , [GHSZ96a], i.e. the distance, in a probabilistic sense, between thresholds
should be equal.

- for some as , [GHSZ96b]
=> need to know more about the exponential decay rate

-  [VA+94, Kel96]

- by Limited Relative Error (LRE) [SG94]

2. Determine optimal number of replications:

-  [GHSZ96a, VA+94, Kel96]

- by Limited Relative Error (LRE) [SG94]

5.2.2.2 Observations

- RESTART is a flexible approach applicable to transient and steady state
simulations[VAVA94].

- The variance reduction (gain) drops dramatically if  is far from optimal [Kel96].
- Defining intermediate points, or thresholds, become difficult when the dimensionality and

size of the simulated model is large.
- Implementation: storage of sufficient intermediate information is critical and memory

consuming.

5.3 Importance sampling

5.3.1 Idea

The basic idea is to change the dynamics of the simulation model (called parameter biasing) to
make the rare events of interests to occur more often. This is done by changing the probability
distribution  of the random variables .

The quantity of interest, (2), can now be rewritten:

 (5)

θ̂ 1
Ri
----- Xr T i( )

r 1=

Ri∑i 1=

M∏=

min σ2 θ̂( )( )

pi p= i∀ T i

pi e
α–→ α M ∞→

pi e
2–≈ i∀

Ri 1 pi⁄=

Ri

f x( ) X

θ I x Ω∈( )
f x( )

f ∗ x( )
------------- f ∗ x( ) xd∞–

∞∫ E f ∗ I x Ω∈( ) L x( )⋅( )= =
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where:  is the likelihood ratio. Observe that  .

Now, taking  samples from  then an unbiased estimator for is given by:

 (6)

The change of measure, also called biasing, are optimal subject to . Generally, it is
very difficult to determine the optimal . Aa a basic guideline it is observed that  must
be small on , which means that  must be large on . Furthermore,  must have
the same shape as  on .

5.3.2 Achievements

5.3.2.1 Biasing: optimal change of measure

Because the efficiency of importance sampling is observed to be rather sensitive to the change
of measure, a lot of work is done to obtain optimal, or at least good, simulation parameters. In
Heidelberger 1995 [Hei95] an extensive and excellent survey on selecting  can be found.

To the authors knowledge, no new results are published since this survey was written, report-
ing new breakthroughs on obtaining asymptotically optimal change of measure (biasing) on
more general network/queuing systems than a single server queue, multi server queue, or a net-
work with a single queue as the bottleneck.

An engineering approach is under development, combining previous results (large deviation
results [CFM83,PW89] with ideas from failure distance biasing [Car91]). The results of this
work is presented in Hee97b, see also [Hee97a].

Different strategies for efficient and robust biasing are chosen dependent on the nature of the
problem. In dependability model, the rare events of interests (e.g. system failure) are basically
due to a short sequence of a rare events (element/component failure). In traffic (or queueing)
model the rare event of interest (e.g. blocking) is basically due to long sequences of events
(arrival of a call/packet), each of them not so rare.

- Dependability models: balanced failure biasing [GSHG92], i.e. the failure rates are
increased in proportion to their original values, guarantees bounded relative error,

, [HSN94, Nak94]. The bias parameter can be established by presimulations
[DT93]. Failure distance biasing [Car91] is an alternative approach where the bias is
dynamically changed according to the remaining distance to a system failure.

- Traffic models: very efficient simulation setups are identified for a limited set of system
structures, using results from the large deviation theory [Buc90]. Asymptotic results
exists for single server queues [CFM83, PW89, Sad91, KW92, KW93, CHS95, Man96b,
Man96a], for multi server queues [Sad91,Man95], for tandem queues [PW89, GK95,
FA94], for Jackson network [Fra93], and for specific system structures (intrees [CHJS92],
feedforward network [Maj97]).

5.3.2.2 Observations

- asymptotically optimal biasing requires insight in the structure of the model, hence the
known optimal solutions are limited [Hei95]

L x( ) f x( ) f ∗ x( )⁄= E f X( ) E f ∗ X L X( )⋅( )=

Xi f ∗ x( ) θ

θ̂ 1
R
--- I Xr Ω∈( )L Xr( )

r 1=
R∑⋅=

min σ2 θ̂( )( )
f ∗ x( ) L x( )

Ω f ∗ x( ) Ω f ∗ x( )
f x( ) Ω

f ∗ x( )

r.e.f θ̂( ) ∞<
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- balanced failure biasing are robust and much more simple and flexible, but have limited
application (dependability models) and are not always efficient [Hei95].

- the bias parameter of balanced failure biasing can be established by presimulations
[DT93]

- if asymptotically optimal biasing are known this is much more efficient than balanced fail-
ure biasing [Hei95]

- the optimal biasing requires that only 1 objective (target state space) exists, otherwise an
adaptive optimisation strategy must be applied [Hee97a].

6 EXPERIMENTS

6.1 Single server queue, M/M/1/N
A few simulation experiments on a 1 dimensional state space description of an M/M/1/N queue
are conducted. The efficiency of importance sampling and RESTART, and the combination of
these, are compared.

6.1.1 Simulation setup

- Importance sampling uses optimal change of measure, (“exponential twisting”,”rever-
sion”) [CFM83,PW89], i.e.  and  with

- RESTART defines the optimal thresholds, i.e. . [VA+94]
: Set of thresholds:

: Set of thresholds:
- A combination of these two techniques means that importance sampling is used for every

RESTART sequence, using the same parameters and thresholds as above.
The same number of transitions are simulated for all techniques..

6.1.2 Observations

The results from a single queue example are given in table1 and 2.
- Importance sampling is the best in both cases.

Table1  Short, , , ,

Mean [1e-10] Sd.error [1e-10]

IS 7.43125 0.04288

RESTART (7) 7.39266 0.14404

 = 7.42 E-10

0 1 2 N
λ λ λ λ

µ µ µ µ rare event

Figure6  Single server queue, M/M/1/N

λ∗ λ BIAS⋅= µ∗ µ BIAS⁄=
BIAS µ λ⁄=

pi i 1– e
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N 7= T
˜

1 2 3 4 5 6 7, , , , , ,{ }=
N 86= T

˜
9 18 26 35 44 53 62 70 79 86, , , , , , , , ,{ }=

λ 0.05= µ 1= N 7=

θ
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- RESTART + IS is almost equal to (slightly better than) RESTART. With threshold values
separated in likelihood only by , the effect of importance sampling is minor
because visits to the next threshold is not a rare event.

6.2 Multidimensional state space

Furthermore, experiments are also conducted on K M/M/1/N parallel queues. The multidimen-
sional state space are illustrated in the figure. All the transitions out of state

Table2  Long, , , ,

Mean [1e-10] Sd.error [1e-10]

IS 8.74867 0.43172

RESTART (10) 10.4377 3.28767

IS+RESTART (10) 8.86967 1.90250

 = 9.26 E-10

Table3   Importance sampling applied to multidimensional state space,

, , , ,

Dimensions Exact

[1e-10]

Simulation [1e-10] CPU

[sec.]Mean Sd.error

2 D 3.59 2.84 0.59 17.4

6 D 8.44 5.03 0.81 31.1

18 D 6.11 4.47 0.80 244.1

λ 0.80= µ 1= N 86=

θ

pi i 1– e
2–≈

ω

λ1
µ1

ω+11

ω-11

λ
2
µ
2

ω+12

ω-12

λK
µK

ω+1Kω-1K

λ1

µ1λ
2

µ
2

λK
µK

Figure7  Multidimensional state space

λ2D 0.3= λ6D 0.22= λ18D 0.12= µ 1= N 20=
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 are described,  is the arrival rate,  is the service rate, and
 is a vector of size  where all elements are 0 except position .

The quantity of interest is the probability of more than customer in the queueing system,

i.e. , where .

6.2.1 Simulation setup

- As for the single queue example, importance sampling uses optimal change of measure,
“exponential twisting”,”reversion” [CFM83,PW89], i.e.  and

:

-

- How to setup RESTART/splitting?

6.2.2 Observations

The results in table3 show that importance sampling estimates is within the correct order of
magnitude, but for the 6 and 18 dimensional cases, the estimates is outside a 95% confidence
interval.
The meanobserved BIAS is

- 2D : BIAS = 3.07971
- 6D : BIAS = 2.84444
- 18D :BIAS = 2.72265

6.2.3 Questions

- How should the RESTART thresholds be set up?
- How does RESTART results compare to importance sampling?
- How is the optimal thresholds affected by inclusion of importance sampling in

RESTART?
- Who produces comparable results for these examples using RESTART?

(please send an email to the author:Poul.Heegaard@item.ntnu.no)

7 COMBINATION OF SPEEDUP TECHNIQUES

In [HH94], a measurement setup for estimating cell loss ratio in real ATM equipment was
defined. The setup was tested by simulation.

A variety of speedup simulation techniques were combined:
- Importance sampling was applied on the source models to push the load on the system to

a higher level, and hence provoke cell losses.
- The probability of overload in the source model could be established exact, and hence this

was used as acontrol variable because it was observed a strong correlation between over-
load and cell losses (if cell contention is low).

ω ω1 ω2 … ωK, , ,{ }= λ µ
1

k
0 0 … 1k …, , , ,{ }= K k

N

P x Ω∈( ) Ω ω
˜

ωkckk∀∑ N≥{ }=

λk
∗ λk BIAS⋅=

µk
∗ µk BIAS⁄=

BIAS max 1 min ωk 1,( )µk
k∀

∑ λk
k∀

∑⁄,( )=
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- A two level transient period is defined
(the burst and cell levels operated on very different time scales)
1. Burst level transient: Ignore cell level during the transient period on burst level
2. Cell level transient: After steady state on burst level is reached, include cell level and
run a new transient period to allow the buffers to be filled according to the burst level state.

- The concept ofload cycles as a measurement period was introduced to obtain independent
observations where a certain load level is considered as a regeneration “point”, see
illustration in figure8.

- The simulation experiments were distributed on several workstations to shorten the exper-
imental period (PIRS).

- Later, ahierarchical decomposition technique was applied to skip unnecessary resimula-
tion of deterministic responses on cell level.

8 CLOSING COMMENTS

A pragmatic engineering approach is to combine several speedup techniques whenever possible,
rather than finding the best technique for every application. Several techniques can easily be
combined.

None of the techniques are universally best for all applications. A better characterization and
ranking of the techniques with respect to a specific application or system are required.

For comparison of different techniques (e.g. RESTART vs importance sampling), and to
compare different simulation setups (e.g. change of measure in importance sampling and thresh-
olds in RESTART), a set of reference models should be defined within the rare event simulation
community. A efficiency measure is also required which accounts for both the number of sam-
ples/transitions required to reach a certain confidence level, as well as the number of
computations necessary for each sample.

The following efficiency measures for comparison includes these factors but are related to
the hardware and software applied, used in [Hee95a]:

 (7)

where  is the CPU time consumption,  the estimated variance of sample mean, and the
no. of samples (e.g. replications). Instead of , or in combination with this, the number of
transitions or calculations can be used.

x

1

A

A t( )

Initial
Load cycle,transient

offered cells exceeding capacity

Figure8  Load cycle as observation periods

m tcpu
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R
-----⋅=
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A major challenge is how to get rare event simulation in widespread use.
- Should rare event simulation only be for experts?
- How to convince other analysts that speedup simulation is for practical use?
- Can simple guidelines be given for when to use speedup simulation, which technique(s)

applies to my current application/model?
- Should it be “hidden” for the non-expert in a simulation tools (e.g. ASTRO, and

UltraSAN)?
This was only a few questions to close my tutorial, there are many more. Hence, this rare event
simulation workshop should not be a rare event!
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